Another Mountain, Another Valley
Writer: Dottie Rambo

Verse 1
HERE I STAND TOUCHIN’ THE SKY
LAUGHIN’ OUT LOUD WITH TEARS IN MY EYES
YOU HAVE LIFTED ME HIGHER THAN THE STARS
BUT THERE MUST BE A VALLEY OF TEARS FOR ME
BEYOND THIS MOUNTAIN THAT I CAN SEE
SO LORD, YOU JUST KINDA BROUGHT ME HERE
TO LET ME SMILE AWHILE

Chorus 1
SO YOU BROUGHT ME TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN LORD
YOU HAVE STOOD ME ON THE HIGHEST HILL
LIFTED MY SPIRITS HIGHER THAN THE HEAVENS, LORD
SO YOU BROUGHT ME TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN

Verse 2
HERE I STAND LOOKIN’ FOR THE SUN
WONDERIN’ IF THE MORNIN’S EVER GONNA DAWN
TRYIN’ HARD TO SMILE, HOLDIN’ BACK MY TEARS
THIS VALLEY’S SUCH A DARK AND DREARY PLACE
THE MOON AND THE STARS EVEN HIDE THEIR FACE
BUT WHEN HE WANTS TO TALK TO ME
HE ALWAYS BRINGS ME HERE

Chorus 2
SO YOU BROUGHT ME TO ANOTHER VALLEY LORD
THE LONELY SOUND A-SILENCE WAS MY CONSTANT FRIEND
BUT THEN THAT’S WHEN I HEARD YOU SPEAK TO ME
BY THE PEACEFUL WATERS LORD
I’M AWFUL GLAD YOU BROUGHT ME TO ANOTHER VALLEY
YEAH, I’M AWFUL GLAD YOU BROUGHT ME TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN
THROUGH ANOTHER VALLEY, TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN
THROUGH ANOTHER VALLEY, TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN
THROUGH ANOTHER VALLEY, TO ANOTHER MOUNTAIN...
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